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Course Benefits Concepts Essay
     With the passing of each year in the Corporate Communications program, I have acquired an ever-increasing amount of skill. The

se skills range from practical intrinsic abilities, like problem-solving and theoretical knowledge of communication, to extrinsic 

skills, such as teamwork and leadership. This valuable time in my life has truly affected my personality, ability to communicate 

with others, and my overall level of knowledge. I have learned and grown over the past three years of being a communications 

major. Before I joined the communications department, I had no idea of what I wanted to do with my life. I was wandering from 

major to major, not knowing where I was meant to go, nor what I was meant to do. But, once Bethany McFerron introduced me to 

some of the professors and explained what the degree program was, I was entranced. Ever since then I have been taking course 

after course, attempting to secure a degree and move out into the real world, and being excited the whole time. This degree plan has 

given me something much stronger than just theoretical knowledge and classroom applications, it has given me purpose. I know 

that this is where I belong, and the concepts I have attained from the classroom are what will propel me forward in both my future 

employment and the rest of my life. 

     The first core concept that I attained while pursuing my degree in communications was the theoretical knowledge behind all of 

the communication theories. I took Communication Theory with Dr. Kruse as one of my very first communication classes, so it had 

a pretty large impact on me as a communications major. Her ability to teach us about the theories of communication, which are not 

necessarily the most interesting subjects to learn about and while still maintaining a classroom environment that was conducive to 

learning and growing as students, was incredible. She encouraged us to look at the theories that we were learning about, analyze, 

and apply them to the real world with situations that forced us to think outside the box. It really helped knowing that the coursework 

correlated with the outside communications world, so that I was not investing my time learning things that would not benefit me in 



the real world. Some of the core theories that I learned and analyzed during that semester have benefitted me later in my 

communications degree plan as well. The Hypodermic Needle theory has benefitted me in my later studies of new media and the 

way that media can influence anyone and everyone through the far-reaching grasp of the internet and social media forms. Both the 

Spiral of Silence and Cognitive Dissonance theories have been useful in understanding and communicating effectively with other 

individuals. Theoretical knowledge has given me a better understanding of what it means to communicate with others while 

making sure that their needs are being met. 

     The second core concept that I acquired from the courses in communications was teamwork. In several of the courses I have 

taken, there has been at least one group project assigned. The most influential class that utilized this format was Small Group 

Discussions with Dr. Gentry. This was an entry-level communications class, but it functioned like a much higher level course due 

to the high expectations of Dr. Gentry. All of our assignments were focused around learning the importance of different 

communication styles, working with people with differing views, and the interweaving of the different roles in a small group. The 

practical application of this concept is one that will benefit me in the workplace because of all the contact I got with other 

individuals. We also had three major projects throughout the semester that involved meeting deadlines, working with at least four 

other individuals, and placing ourselves in specific roles in order to accomplish a difficult task. The teamwork that was encouraged 

and taught by Dr. Gentry is an invaluable tool in communicating effectively and will benefit me greatly once I finish my degree 

plan. 

     The third core concept that will assist me once I finish college is the ability to speak in public. The first course I took involving 

public speaking was one that was not even affiliated with the communications major: Speech. This was a course I had with Dr. 

Evusa my freshman year. As a general education credit, this course was crowded with a lot of people who did not want to be there, 

but it was quite different for me because this is where I found my calling in life. Through learning about the different types of 



speeches and getting a chance to practice them in front of other individuals, I learned several valuable things about my own 

personality and where I wanted to go in life. This course was one that eventually led me to the communication department. Almost 

every upper level course in the communications program involves presenting some sort of research project, PowerPoint slideshow, 

or speech. It is obvious that this is one skill that will help me communicate effectively once I graduate. 

     The fourth core concept that I learned, while in the Communications program, is the importance and impact of social media. As 

a corporate communications major, I will be looking into jobs involving some sort of PR or HR once I finish my degree plan, and 

by knowing a lot about the current trends of media, I will be at a huge advantage in the workplace. New Media and Society, a class 

focused around the new forms of media and their impact, was a class taught by Dr. Kruse. This class showed me so many things 

about the newer forms of media like video games, blogging, and social media networks like Facebook and Twitter. These new 

forms of media are rapidly expanding and growing in the communications industry to affect more and more people every year, so 

knowing more about them is incredibly useful. Dr. Kruse did a great job of showing the importance of understanding the core 

concepts behind the different forms of media and giving some practical application of how they would be useful in the real world. Th

e new forms of media are being used much more commonly and widely now with the adoption of the Internet, so learning and 

understanding the core impact of the different forms is very important in the post-graduate world. 

     The final core concept that will benefit me once I graduate college is impact of proper research. I learned this concept 

throughout the entirety of the coursework in the communications degree plan, but mostly in Research Methods. That class showed 

me how important it was to properly research a topic and understand everything about it before including it in an important 

research document. It also showed me the difference between quantitative studies and qualitative studies, which will greatly affect 

the manner in which the research is conducted and portrayed. With the coursework we were required, not only to do second hand 

research on the Internet and in the library, but were also encouraged to perform first-hand research in the field. This provided 



invaluable experience and showed me the effects of research in a public environment. 


